2002 dodge intrepid motor diagram

The Dodge Intrepid is a full sized front-wheel drive four-door sedan that was produced by
Dodge Chrysler for model years to The Intrepid was sold in Canada as the Chrysler Intrepid.
With Dodge's introduction to Mexico during that time, it was badged as a Dodge, replacing the
Dynasty which had been sold there under the Chrysler brand. The Intrepid's design goes back
to , when designer Kevin Verduyn completed the initial exterior design of a new aerodynamic
concept sedan called Navajo. The design never passed the clay model stage. It was also at this
time that the Chrysler Corporation purchased bankrupt Italian sports car manufacturer
Lamborghini. The Navajo's exterior design was reworked and became the Lamborghini
Portofino , released as a concept at the Frankfurt Auto Show. The Portofino was heralded as a
design triumph, setting in motion Chrysler's decision to produce a production sedan with the
Portofino's revolutionary exterior design, called " cab forward ". The cab forward design was
characterized by the long, low slung windshield, and relatively short overhangs. The wheels
were effectively pushed to the corners of the car, creating a much larger passenger cabin than
the contemporaries of the time. During this time, Chrysler began designing the replacement for
the then-new Dodge Dynasty, which was a mid-size car. The acquiring automaker was in
desperate need of replicating the AMC and Renault corporate culture where work was
conducted in an atmosphere "of constant change". The Premier's longitudinal engine mounting
layout was inherited, as was the front suspension geometry, and parts of the braking system.
The chassis itself became a flexible architecture capable of supporting front or rear-wheel drive
designated "LH" and "LX" respectively. The chassis design was continually refined throughout
the following years, as it underpinned more Chrysler prototypes: the Chrysler Millennium and
Eagle Optima. The transmission was inspired by the Premier's Audi and ZF automatics. The
initial standard 3. The Intrepid was available in two trim levels: base and the sportier,
better-equipped ES, which added four-wheel disc brakes, 16" wheels with better tires, and stiffer
"touring" suspension damping. All Intrepids received driver and front passenger airbags, a
rarity at the time, as well as air conditioning and the four-speed automatic transmission.
Anti-lock brakes were optional, as was traction control and the more powerful 3. The Intrepid's
launch marked a new image for the Dodge brand, which began to market itself as "The New
Dodge" with a marketing campaign featuring actor Edward Herrmann , who would go on to
serve as the brand's spokesperson for the rest of the decade. Changes were few over the
Intrepid's initial five-year production. A new variable-assist power steering rack replaced the
original for , allowing for easier parking while maintaining a firmer feel at speed. The touring
suspension tuning was also made standard equipment in the base model this year. Anti-lock
brakes were made standard in the ES in , and in a new manual shift function for the automatic
transmission , called Autostick , was inherited from the Eagle Vision TSi: the first transmission
of its kind available in a mainstream car. In addition, Chrysler updated the Dodge Intrepid for the
model year, adding the previous Dodge Ram logo, which was used from Each exterior treatment
uses a hoodline and chrome accented daytime running lights with body colored accents. The
LH cars were redesigned for the model year, with the Intrepid being designed by Robert
Boniface and taking 31 months from design freeze to commencement. The engines were
replaced by two new all-aluminum units: a DOHC 2. At the same time the 3. The Intrepid was
completely redesigned for the model year, arriving in showrooms during late Body shells were
designed to be stronger and stiffer, as well as incorporating double-shear suspension mounts
and integrated side impact protection. The second generation was marketed to the commercial
and government markets, particularly the base and SE trim levels. These packages had
distinctive styling differences such as small hub caps and additional wiring to support strobes
and flashers in the trunk compartment and in the front by the grill. The 3. These packages and
some non-police non-commercial packages featured plastic front-end intake vents that routed
air onto the rotors for additional cooling and stopping power. Marlin was the first to win in a
Dodge, giving the marque its first victory since Neil Bonnett 's win at Ontario. In the late s,
Chrysler used the Intrepid as a research platform for a hybrid electric vehicle in a diesel-electric
configuration. The first vehicle was built in a series hybrid configuration, while the next two
were considered mild hybrids. These were attempted in the time frame of to The ESX design
team set a high goal of making the vehicle capable of sipping gasoline at the rate of 80 miles per
US gallon 2. The figure was impressive for such a vehicle. However, the car used a number of
exotic materials, which made the cost excessive if it were ever to go into full-scale production.
Part of this price increase was caused by the use of lead-acid batteries. The vehicle was made
much lighter than normal by using an aluminum frame and carbon fiber composite material.
This version used nickel metal hydride batteries. It used less expensive materials, such as
injection-molded thermoplastic instead of carbon fiber. The second-generation Intrepid again
made the list for and Both generations won Consumer Guide's "Best Buy" award. Some
second-generation 2. An unknown number of Intrepid owners have been affected. Fixes include

changing to synthetic oil, inspection, and even engine replacement. During the Chrysler
bankruptcy proceedings, there was concern among consumer advocate groups that Chrysler's
proposed "free and clear" sale of assets to "New Chrysler" would allow the automaker to avoid
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its starting to stall out while driving usually when I turn to the left it shuts down ten minutes
later it starts back up and do the same thing I was told to replace the engine wiring harness my
question is what does the harness control on the car more importantly where is it located at on
the intrepid no one seems to know please help? Do you. Whoever told you to replace the
harness wasn't very specific. It's like taking your car to a shop and saying fix it without any
details. First, there are sever wiring harnesses throughout the vehicle. I have pages of
schematics, but without knowing where to start, they are no help. Nest, I really have to question
if a wiring harness has anything to do with this. Tell me, does this happen all the time
regardless of how much fuel is in the tank? The idea that it doesn't start right up after stalling
may be helpful. When it won't start, you need to check if there is spark and fuel getting to the
engine. There are directions on our homepage under the Repair and Service section. Try to
check those things when it won't restart and let me know what you find. Also, let me know if the
check engine light was staying on. Was this answer. Thank you for getting back with me so
soon the check engine light isnt on at all like I said it was running fine I changed the spark plugs
and the oil it seems to be running fine it starts right up when in idle it doesnt stall out also its
stalling out when I turn the ac on if that helps at all I thought it was the fuel filyer as well but I
cant find it either on that car. Do you know where the filter is located does the intrepid have one
some people say it does some say it doesnt if so wheres that at? Okay, I think I know what is
wrong. Since it stalls at an idle with the AC on, that tells me the idle air control valve IAC isn't
compensating for the added load on the engine. When you turn the steering, there is also an
added load which should be compensated for by the IAC. Do me a favor, start the engine and
pay attention to the engine speed RPM;s. Now, turn the steering all the way left and let me know
if the engine stalls. Pay attention to the RPM's and see if there is a change. As far as a fuel filter,
it is part of the fuel pump assembly. Ok I did what u asked the rpms went down a little but did
not stall out at all I turned the ac on it acted fine its when I drive it stalls out in idle it doesnt
confused im sure it will stall out while driving but rpms did the same as when I turn it to the
right confused? When you are driving, the transmission is in gear which also adds a load to the
engine. That in combination with the turning, ac. I feel is stalling the engine. I really believe it is
one of two things. Either the IAC is bad or there is a vacuum leak on the engine. Is the iAC a
sensor wheres it at on the car Was this answer. It is located on the throttle body and easy to
replace. Thank u so much for your help greatly appreciated. Iwill give a donation on payday you
guys are awesome let you know how it goes Was this answer. Tell them you need the idle air
control valve IAC. It responds to the usage of the AC, but isn't an AC component. I don't know
where you are located, but if there is a place like Auto Zone, they can give you a print out of
location and replacement procedure. Please login or register to post a reply. Not Getting
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! The Water Outlet box had a failed seam and blew
the top off. I need a diagram to remove and replace it. Image Click to enlarge. Do you. The water

outlet housing is bolted down with 4 bolts with a 8mm head. This has the universal built into a
shallow socket. With this socket the 4th bolt can be easily removed. Was this answer.
Disconnect upper radiator hose at outlet connector. Disconnect the heater hose quick-connect
tee from the heater tube at rear of engine. Disconnect heater tube retaining clip at rear of
engine. Disconnect electrical connector from coolant temperature sensor. Remove bolts
attaching water outlet connector Water Outlet Connector - Removal and Installation To remove
outlet connector, move forward until heater tube clears cylinder heads. Inspect gasket for tears
and cuts. Replace as necessary Position outlet connector by inserting tube in-between cylinder
heads Water Outlet Connector - Removal and Installation Install attaching bolts and tighten to
12 N m in. Water Outlet Connector - Removal and Installation Connect retaining clip and heater
hose quick-connect tee to the heater tube at rear of engine. Connect electrical connector to
coolant temperature sensor. Connect upper radiator hose to water outlet connector. Install
upper intake manifold and upper radiator support. Fill cooling system. Refer to Cooling System
Filling in this section Was this answer. I can't even see the back right bolt because of the cable
in the way. They are well hidden. I've looked all over the manifold. The cable is attached with a
clip just behind the water outlet box. It branches off just past and held down with another clip.
Tried to force it loose with a screwdriver, no luck. So I'm guessing that I'm not going to get an
answer here either. And as much as it's the fault of Dodge engineering to place a part that
should be so easy to remove but hide it behind a major engine part, you guys are supposed to
be the "experts" to tell me how to remove it. This is strike two for 2carpros, I never got my
Mercury question answered to solve that problem either. Please login or register to post a reply.
Step by step automotive repair guide on how to replace an intake manifold gasket, each
application will be different, the repair will be similar in scope. Not Getting Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free! Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About Us. Select
a Vehicle. Search Go. Dodge Intrepid. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the
pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:.
VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart.
Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Dodge
Intrepid. OEM Dodge parts are manufactured by Dodge to maximize the performance of Dodge
Intrepid vehicles and provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts
that fit. Parts that perform. Select a Dodge Intrepid Year. We are your source for Factory Dodge
Parts. Genuine Dodge parts are the smart choice for repair, maintenance, or upgrade of your
Dodge Intrepid. When you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing to maintain the
quality and reliability of your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile. Our extensive
inventory of parts is maintained by the experienced professionals who know your vehicle best,
so you can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a
leading Dodge parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Appreciate Ya! Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My
Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative. Ordered a fuel pump for my wife?
Got it PDQ at a price below dealership price! The part I ordered was exactly what I needed.
Received it then installed it in less than 15 mins. I will say, I like the vehicle diagrams that are
laid out online. Makes for selecting the c Thank you! I had been looking for a part for me Jeep
for a month at various auto parts stores. Finally, came to this site and they not only had the part
I I was looking for, but also a detailed dia I ordered an OEM part my dealer said was on indefinite
national backorder. Not only did MoparPartsGiant. Great experience with description, price and
delivery. Shipped quick and was as described. Great product. View by Part Description.
Remanufactured [NAS]. Add To Cart. Require Quantity: 4. Parts like Single Board Engine
Controller are shipped directly from authorized Mopar dealers and backed by the
manufacturer's warranty. Parts fit for the following vehicle options. Engine: 6 Cyl 2.
Transmission: 4-Speed Automatic Transmission. Our Customers Reviews CheerfulGuppy
Award Winning Customer Service. Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About
Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil
icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go.
No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart.
Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Dodge

Intrepid Engine. OEM Dodge Intrepid parts are built to maximize the performance of Dodge
vehicles and provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts that fit.
Engine Parts that perform. Select a Dodge Intrepid Driveline. We are your source for Factory
Dodge Parts. When it comes time to repair, maintain or upgrade your Dodge Intrepid , choose
Factory Chrysler Parts for the best selection of Dodge parts at discount prices. Authentic Dodge
Engine spare parts from Factory Chrysler Parts represent the pinnacle of Dodge engineering
and development, so why choose anything less for your vehicle? If you have any questions
about which parts you need to keep your Dodge driving like new, contact our Dodge parts
experts by phone or email, or in person at our Bartow, FL, location. Get the right parts for the
right price, right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast
shipping. Keep your ride in peak condition with the best Engine spare parts available on the
market. Moparize your ride. Shop Factory Chrysler Parts. Exterior Accessories. Interior
Accessories. Make yourself comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes
place in the interior cabin. Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Appreciate Ya! Legal Policies Data
Requests. Links My Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure
the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative. For more
information go to www. As its name implies, Dodge Intrepid proved to be a bold risk taker when
it broke free from the stereotypical look of full-size sedans. It was released with a short front
end and a cab-forward design, which allowed for a spacious cabin. Intrepid was definitely a
standout among the sedan segment, but its style did not necessarily gain much fondness.
Mostly, it was well liked for its nice handling and roomy interior, which made it a popular choice
among consumers. Dodge Intrepid faced some setbacks, though. Here are some of the
problems that Intrepid owners have spotted in the following parts:. Injector O-rings can get
worn out over time, and its failure is usually indicated by a strong fuel odor coming from under
the hood. In this case, the under hood and the area around the injectors must be inspected for
leaks. This will help verify the suspected problem. In the event of worn injector O-rings, it is
best to opt for quality replacement. Do not settle for the cork-type injector O-rings, though.
Stabilizer links are responsible for connecting the stabilizer bars to the suspension. So when
they start to fail, a clunk or a rattle may become apparent especially when the Intrepid is driven
over bumps. The cause of this part's malfunction could be rooted in either a broken ball joint or
a defective seal. Damaged stabilizer links should be replaced as soon as possible to prevent
mishaps while driving. There were cases of Dodge Intrepid engines that were difficult to start or
do not start at all. This failure usually happens when the temperature is almost at its freezing
point, and it could also be due to bad or substandard spark plugs. When replacing the plugs, it
is best to use the copper-based or gold-based type. But setting this malfunction aside, the
Intrepid is actually equipped with a very reliable and durable engine. In most cases, the engine
only fails due to overheating. Intrepid owners have reported various electrical issues with their
cars. Included in this type of problem are faulty automatic doors, short circuit in the alternator,
and malfunctioning headlights. I noticed that the wheels of my Dodge Intrepid are getting very
unsightly because of brake dust. I understand it's a common part of braking, but is there any
way I can do away with excessive brake dust in my wheels? First and foremost, different types
of brake pads produce different amounts of dust. What you can do is to replace your existing
pads with a lower-dust variety. However, you might have to sacrifice other braking features
such as high braking performance. You can check the features of different pads to see which of
them you really need and which features you can do away withâ€”this will help you find the
right components. Another thing you can do is to invest in a brake dust shield. Lastly, you can
also wax your wheels after cleaning to reduce the amount of dust that would stick to them. I'm
planning to get a set of window deflectors for my vehicle, and I'm just wondering if the
installation is something I can do on my own. I have very little experience in automotive work.
Any tips? There are actually two types of window deflectors based on how they're installed. The
in-channel type is mounted inside the window channel. The other type is the tape-on variety,
which can be installed just by taping it over the frame of the windows. The good thing about
these deflectors is that they don't involve complex mounting processesâ€”there is no drilling or
cutting needed as long as you ensure that the deflectors you purchased are specifically
designed for your vehicle. You won't even need any tools to install them. All you will need to do
is to clean the surface to which you'll mount the deflectors, especially for the tape-on type,
since this will determine the adherence of the deflector to the window. I'm looking at upgrading
the cold air intake of my Dodge Intrepid. What upgrades do I need to get for this system? Can
you give me any tips so I'll know how to choose the right air intake that will give my vehicle
improved power and performance? Well, there are two primary things you need to check when
upgrading your vehicle's cold air intake system. The first that you will need to look into is the air

filter. If it's made from paper, then you need to replace it with one made from foam or cotton.
Paper is a poor material; it can create too much restriction to air flow. To ensure that your car
engine will get a sufficient amount of air while efficiently trapping all the damaging particulates
from the air, you need a high-performance filter material. The next you need to pay attention to
is your cold air intake tube. Is it wide enough to allow more air to the engine? Is it built
efficiently with backpressure elimination incorporated in its design? The answer should be yes.
If you are looking for an air intake upgrade, choose both a high-flow air filter and a
high-performance intake tube. Even if there were some minor drawbacks with the Intrepid, such
as a dull design and finish, it still managed to be the best-selling car in its division for many of
its years in the market. Available in two trim levels, base and ES, the first generation Intrepid
came powered by a 3. A more powerful 3. In addition, the first gen was equipped with a
four-speed automatic transmission, which gave power to the front wheels. Some changes in the
model year included reduced noise, vibration, and harshness. While in , the Intrepid received a
new audio system, a more spacious interior, a more refined transmission, and an optional 3.
These were the DOHC 2. This model offered its users with hp for the base and hp for the ES. The
new trim came with sportier features like a sunroof and spoiler. Aside from having few updates,
the body styles from the second gen Intrepid were also used for commercial and government
purposes. Some of these vehicles included police interceptors, fire chief cars, and taxis like the
earlier Chevy Caprice or Ford Crown Victoria. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
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